State House
Boston Apr 14/68

Prince S. Crownell Esq.

Dear Sir

The Rym'D Vineyard Sound R. R. Act was signed by the Gov. yesterday.

It is thought advisable that an early meeting of the friends of the enterprise should be held to see what the feeling really is in relation to it. Whether there is a disposition to go ahead.

As you are President of the Corporation it seems proper that a circular like the enclosed should be signed by you and Mr. Gould myself will sign it also if desired.

If you will sign them I return them to you.
will see that they are signed here and addressed to the proper persons respectfully yours
Jacob R. Lord
Prince S. Crowell Esq

Dear Sir

The Plym° & Vineyard Sound R. R. Act was signed by the Gov. yesterday.

It is thought advisable that an early meeting of the friends of the enterprise should be held to see what the feeling really is in relation to it, & whether there is a disposition to go ahead.

As you are President of the Corporation it seems proper that a Circular like the enclosed should be signed by you and Mr. Gould & myself will sign it also if desired.

If you will sign them & return them to me I [over page] will see that they are signed here & addressed to the proper persons

Respectfully Yrs

Jacob St. Loud